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Abstract—The open shortest path first (OSPF) protocol has been widely applied to intra-domain routing in today’s Internet. Since a
router running OSPF distributes traffic uniformly over equal-cost multi-path (ECMP), the OSPF-based optimal traffic engineering (TE)
problem (i.e., deriving optimal link weights for a given traffic demand) is computationally intractable for large-scale networks. Therefore,
many studies resort to multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) based approaches to solve the optimal TE problem. In this paper we
present a generalized routing framework to realize the optimal TE, which can be potentially implemented via OSPF- or MPLS-based
approaches. We start with viewing the conventional optimal TE problem in a fresh way, i.e., optimally allocating the residual capacity to
every link. Then we make a generalization of network utility maximization (NUM) to close this problem, where the network operator is
associated with a utility function of the residual capacity to be maximized. We demonstrate that under this framework, the optimal
routes resulting from the optimal TE are also the shortest paths in terms of a set of non-negative link weights that are explicitly
determined by the optimal residual capacity and the objective function. The network entropy maximization theory is employed to enable
routers to exponentially, instead of uniformly, split traffic over ECMP. The shortest-path penalizing exponential flow-splitting (SPEF) is
designed as a link-state protocol with hop-by-hop forwarding to implement our theoretical findings. An alternative MPLS-based
implementation is also discussed here. Numerical simulation results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed framework
as well as SPEF.
Index Terms—Traffic engineering, routing, OSPF, MPLS, utility, load balancing
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I

INTRODUCTION

traffic engineering (TE) addresses the performance optimization problem of operational networks
[2]. The paramount objective of TE is to facilitate the
transport of IP traffic through a given network in a possibly most efficient, reliable and expeditious manner. In
this paper, we focus on TE in a single network domain
(e.g., Autonomous System). Many TE solutions have been
proposed in this field. From the perspective of TE
enforcement mechanisms, they can be roughly classified
as multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)-based and IPbased approaches.
The former approach relies on dedicated label switched
paths (LSPs) for delivering encapsulated IP packets. Therefore, it enables explicit routing and arbitrary splitting of
traffic, which is highly flexible for routing optimization. The
major limitations are scalability and robustness for managing LSPs.
NTERNET
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The basic idea of IP-based TE is to carefully manipulate
link weights of interior gateway protocol (IGP). Open shortest path first (OSPF) [38], as a widely used IGP, has attracted
many research attentions on achieving the optimal TE. In
OSPF, equal-cost multipath (ECMP) directs an even splitting
of traffic along multiple paths with equal OSPF weights.
However, the even-splitting ECMP makes it computationally intractable to derive optimal link weights for large-scale
networks [9]. In engineering practice, the state-of-the-art
configurations remain largely intuitive and are lack of theoretical explanations, e.g., Cisco’s InvCap [42] sets the weight
of a link inversely proportional to its capacity.
It is highly desirable to design a generalized routing
framework for the optimal intra-domain TE, with the following desired features. First, a mathematical optimization
model should be involved as the theoretical foundation,
which can produce certain solutions (e.g., routing and corresponding traffic distribution) with provable optimality.
Second, this framework should be capable of capturing a
variety of TE goals. As operators might be interested in different network performance indicators, several TE objective
functions are proposed to meet individual TE goals, such as
lowering the maximum link utilization (MLU) and minimizing the delay approximated by a piecewise-linear function
of M=M=1 queue [11]. These objective functions are
designed independent of one another, which brings difficulties in switching smoothly among various TE goals. Last, but
not the least, this framework should also support feasible
and flexible implementations of the solutions derived from
the optimization model. Existing OSPF-based approaches
leverage uneven splitting to realize the optimal routing,
whereas they either sacrifice the optimality [28] or burden
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routers in link weight computation [31]. Hence, it remains a
challenge to realize the optimal TE following the destination-based hop-by-hop forwarding scheme.
In this paper, we develop a generalized routing framework by addressing the above challenges. We employ the
network utility maximization (NUM) framework to model
the optimal TE, which can be considered to be an inversion
of NUM from an originally end-to-end scheme to a setting
much better suited to intra-domain TE [17]. Originally,
NUM is a flow-control framework, in which the network
fixes routes and offers prices to end users, who in turn
actively vary their traffic sending rates to maximize their
own utilities. In the intra-domain TE, however, the situation
is just the reverse: the amount of input traffic known as network-wide traffic demands is fixed and it is the operator,
instead of end users, who has a utility function to maximize.
NUM is non-particularly well-suited to this rate adaptive
multi-path routing setting, and its adoption has been an open
question so far [13]. We generalize NUM to the intradomain TE context.
We further investigate a class of generic ðqq; bÞ load balancing utility functions that meet diverse interests of the
ISPs by setting different parameter values. We prove that,
with our framework, the optimal traffic distribution derived
from any specific utility function, e.g., minimizing MLU or
minimizing the function proposed in [11], can be emulated
by setting an appropriate q in the ðqq; 1Þ load balancing utility
function.
Finally, we show that the optimal routes that maximize a
generalized objective function in the NUM framework are
the shortest paths in terms of a set of non-negative link
weights that are explicitly determined by the optimal traffic
distribution and the objective function. By incorporating the
network entropy maximization (NEM) theory [28] into the
NUM framework, we design a link-state protocol named
shortest-path penalizing exponential flow-splitting (SPEF)
to achieve the optimal TE. Compared with original OSPF,
SPEF maintains the destination-based hop-by-hop forwarding along the shortest paths, and needs only one more
weight for each link, which makes it highly applicable in
real networks. In addition, we also describe the MPLS-based
implementation.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. We
first summarize the related work and highlight our novelty in Section 2. Then we put forward the NUM framework and theoretically prove the existence of the optimal
link weights with general objective functions in Section 3,
which is followed by the investigation of a class of
generic utility functions for TE in Section 4. Implementation issues are described and discussed in Section 5. After
performance evaluation in Section 6, we conclude the
paper in Section 7. As this paper is extended from the
conference version [1], the major differences are stated in
Section 2.2.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Brief Survey on Literatures
There have been many prior studies on the development of
both single-domain and multi-domain optimal TE mechanisms for IP networks [11], [28], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34],
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[36]. Here we restrict ourselves to the most relevant ones to
our work.
The optimal TE is usually formulated as minimizing a
cost function under multi-commodity flow (MCF) constraints, where objective functions might be MLU [22], the
piecewise-linear approximation of the M=M=1 delay formula [11], or a combinational function of user utility and
congestion control [29]. Ben-Ameur et al. [3] and Gourdin
and Klopfenstein [12] illustrate the superiority of the objective function of load balancing, which sheds a bright light
on the development of operator-friendly objective functions
with configurable load balancing criteria.
In OSPF-based TE, the optimal link weight computation
with even splitting is known to be NP-hard [9], [34]. Therefore, many heuristics are proposed, including the local
search approach [9] and algorithms with uneven splitting
[23], [24], [26]. An important limitation of these unevensplitting algorithms is that routers are unable to independently compute the traffic splitting fractions if only link
weights are available. The authors in [37] put forward distributed adaption laws which enable each router to independently distribute traffic among any given set of next
hops in an optimal way. PEFT proposed by Xu et al. [28]
addresses the above limitation by incorporating the NEM
framework. However, it fails to maintain the shortest paths
in packet forwarding and thus sacrifices a key benefit of
OSPF. Tso and Pezaros [32] implement PEFT in a cloud
datacenter environment. Michael et al. [31] design HALO,
an optimal link-state routing algorithm, where link weights
can be calculated locally by routers. The distributed link
weight calculation requires strict synchronous updates
among routers.
In the field of MPLS-based approaches, many recent
studies propose online TE algorithms to lower the LSPs
management overhead. MIRA [18] minimizes the interference of a new LSP with existing routes that may be critical
to satisfy future demands. COPE [25] combines the oblivious routing and prediction-based routing. REPLEX [8]
employs the game theoretical rerouting policy given a set of
fixed LSPs of each ingress-egress pair. Foteinos et al. [35]
propose a TE framework, where the algorithm seeks for
desired LSPs configurations according to customized highlevel operational policies (e.g., load balancing and energy
consumption).
The preceding literature overview reveals the lack of a
routing framework that simultaneously supports diverse
operational goals (i.e., objective functions), multiple potential implementations (i.e., OSPF- and MPLS-based), and the
provable optimality. In this paper, we are dedicated to developing such a generalized framework for the optimal TE.

2.2 Elaboration of Novelty
In this paper, we generalize the framework in the preliminary work [1] from the following aspects: In order to capture various ISPs requirements in TE, we put forward a
class of load balancing criteria, investigate the optimal link
weights for two existing utility functions and the newly proposed load balancing utility functions, and quantify the efficiency of traffic distribution in terms of load balancing. We
also depict the optimal link weights for OSPF-based
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implementation, and describe an MPLS-based implementation. In addition, extensive packet-level NS2 simulations are
conducted to evaluate the performance of the generalized
framework.
Our OSPF-based implementation in this paper (i.e.,
SPEF) is closely related to PEFT [28]. Compared to PEFT,
SPEF provably achieves the optimal TE without any optimality degradation. PEFT firstly employs NEM for exponential traffic splitting, however, theoretically, PEFT
requires all possible paths of every ingress-egress pair to be
involved as given information of NEM. To prevent loops
and promote computational efficiency, the downward PEFT
is proposed, which does not provably achieve the optimality. In SPEF, the first-set link weights are applied to get the
shortest path(s) for every ingress-egress pair. Then NEM is
employed to guide the traffic splitting over equal-cost shortest paths, which ensures loop-free routing. The second-set
link weights also enable routers to independently calculate
corresponding splitting functions.

3

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FORMULATION

3.1 Network Model
We consider a directed network G ¼ ðN ; EÞ with a vertex set
N , edge set E, and ingress-egress pair set M. In the following, we use notations N, E and M to denote the cardinalities
of set N , E and M, respectively. Each edge ði; jÞ 2 E has a
capacity cij . The traffic demand for an ingress-egress pair
ðsm ; tm Þ 2 M is denoted by dm . The objective is to determine
the routes for each ingress-egress pair so as to optimally
make use of the network infrastructure.
It is known that routing in a network can be treated as
multi-commodity flows [4], which is a network flow problem with multiple commodities flowing through the network with different source and sink nodes. A traffic
distribution f ¼ ðfij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ is feasible if there exists
f M ¼ ðff m ; m 2 MÞ satisfying the following constraints
X
fij ¼
fijm  cij ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E
(1a)
m2M

X
i:ðn;iÞ2E

m
fni


X

m
fjn
¼ dm
n ; 8m 2 M; 8n 2 N

(1b)

j:ðj;nÞ2E

fijm  0; 8m 2 M; 8ði; jÞ 2 E;

(1c)

The optimal TE [11] is to minimize the link-cost function
Fðff Þ under the multi-commodity flow constraints (1).

3.2 Universal Existence of Optimal Routes
In this paper, we view the optimal TE in a fresh way, which
is optimally allocating the residual capacity to each link
instead of distributing traffic load on each link. There are
two reasons: 1) the average delay on link ði; jÞ depends
largely on its residual capacity rij ¼ cij  fij from the wellknown Kleinrock independence approximation [4], and
2) when link failures occur, it is more convenient to reroute
traffic demands along alternative links that have non-zero
residual capacities [18].
We associate link ði; jÞ with an operator. Assume that if a
residual capacity rij is maintained at link ði; jÞ, the operator
will have utility V ðrrÞ, where r ¼ ðrij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ is the residual capacity vector, abbreviated to residual capacity. We
assume that the utility V ðrrÞ is a non-decreasing and concave
function of r over the range r  0. These simple assumptions hold in several common cases (e.g., MLU and piecewise-linear approximation of the M=M=1 delay formula)
and will be further discussed in Section 3.3.
Now the optimal TE can be formulated to maximize the
utility under the MCF constraints (1), i.e.
TEðG; D; V Þ

In a feasible traffic distribution f , the total load and utilization of a link ði; jÞ are fij and fij =cij , respectively.
For the given traffic, TE deals with objective functions
that potentially affect network congestion, such as the linkcost function Fðff Þ in [11]. Fðff Þ is a non-decreasing and convex function of f , and enables quantitative comparisons
between different routing solutions in terms of link load fij .

V ðrrÞ
maximize
m
r 0;ff 0

subject to r þ

X

f m ¼ c;

(2a)

(2b)

m2M

Af m ¼ dm ; 8m 2 M;

(2c)

where A, an N  E node-arc incidence matrix for network
G, is introduced to represent the multi-commodity flow constraints (1b). The column corresponding to link ði; jÞ is þ1 in
row i, 1 in row j or 0 otherwise.
From the general theory of convex optimization (e.g., [5],
p. 279, Corollary 28.2.2), it follows that if ð^r; f^ M Þ solves
TEðG; D; V Þ, then there exists a nonnegative1 Lagrangian
multiplier vector w ¼ ðwij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ such that ð^r; f^ M Þ solves
V ðrrÞ 
maximize
m

where (1a) and (1b) are the capacity constraints and flow
conservation constraints, respectively, and dm
n is the amount
of traffic that node n contributes to ðsm ; tm Þ, i.e.,
8
if n ¼ sm
< dm ;
dm
¼
d
;
if n ¼ tm
m
n
:
0;
otherwise:
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r 0;ff 0

X
ði;jÞ2E

wij rij 

X
m2M

w> f m þ c> w
(3)

subject to Af m ¼ dm ; 8m 2 M:
It is a separable optimization problem since there is no coupling among variables, r and f m for all m 2 M, in the objective function and constraints. Then TEðG; D; V Þ can be
decomposed into two subsidiary optimization problems,
one for the ISP and the other for the network, by using price
per unit residual capacity as a Lagrangian multiplier that
mediates between two subproblems.
1. In Eq. (2), we have that (2b) is an equality condition and hence the
corresponding Lagrangian multiplier w should be unrestricted in sign.
Here the nonnegativity of w can be deviated from the concavity and
non-decreasing of V ðrrÞ, see Theorem 4.
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Theorem 1. If ð^r; f^ M Þ solves TEðG; D; V Þ, then there exists a
Lagrangian multiplier vector w ¼ ðwij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ such that ^r
solves the residual capacity planning problem
X
wij rij
ISPðV; wÞ maximize V ðrrÞ 
(4)
r 0

ði;jÞ2E

and for each m 2 M; f^ m solves the routing problem
X
wÞ
minimize
wij fijm
SPm ðw
m
f 0

ði;jÞ2E
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w such that the solution to ISPðV; wÞ is consistent with the
wÞ for all m 2 M, then Theorem 2 implies
solution to SPm ðw
that those vectors also solve TEðG; D; V Þ.
Theorem 2. If a weight vector w ¼ ðwij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ exists such
that the solution ^r ¼ ðrij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ to ISPðV; wÞ and the soluwÞ (m 2 M) are consistent, i.e.
tion f^ m to SPm ðw
X
^r þ
(7)
f^ m ¼ c ;
m2M

(5)

subject to Af m ¼ d m :
Here we give some engineering interpretations to
wÞ for all m 2 M. First, ISPðV; wÞ can be
ISPðV; wÞ and SPm ðw
interpreted as a residual capacity planning problem in
which the ISP determines the possible residual capacity
with the given link cost wij . Meanwhile, the network utility
generated for residual capacity r is maximized. Then each
ingress-egress pair finds a solution to the total cost minimization under the given wij .
A good property of the optimal routes is that they are the
shortest paths. That is to say, the route for each ingressegress pair is the shortest path under the link weight wij .
wÞ.
Let p t denote the optimal solution to the dual of SPm ðw
Based on the well-known complementarity condition in optimal conditions (See [5], p. 281, Theorem 28.3), we have
m
pm
i  pj ¼ wij ;

if

fijm > 0

(6a)

 wij ;

if

fijm ¼ 0:

(6b)

Let p : i0 i1    in be a possible path of the ingress-egress
pair ðsm ; tm Þ, where i0 ¼ sm and in ¼ tm . For example, if
P
m
yp ¼ mink¼1;2;...;n f^imk1 ik > 0, we have
ði;jÞ2p wij ¼ psm 
P
 that has the same
pm
tm 
ði;jÞ2
p wij for any other path p
ingress-egress nodes. Here the equality follows Eq. (6a) and
the inequality follows Eq. (6b).
The Lagrangian multiplier wij is the shadow price of the
additional capacity at link ði; jÞ [5], which can be viewed as
the generalized cost of traffic through link ði; jÞ. Then the universal existence of the optimal link weight will lead to the
optimal routes, which can be guaranteed by Theorem 1.
Hereafter we refer to w as the first-set link weights, under
which the optimal routes are the shortest paths.
Remark 1. Wang et al. [22] have shown that for any given
set of routes, it is either shortest-path-reproducible or
loopy. This is demonstrated through a conversion to a set
of the shortest paths with respect to some link weights.
Our results from convex optimization, however, directly
show the universal existence of the optimal link weights.
More importantly, we thoroughly reveal how the link
weights explicitly depend on the utility function and the
residual capacity in Theorems 2 and 3.
Theorem 1 implies that the Lagrangian multiplier vector
w for TEðG; D; V Þ provides link weights such that all the
traffic is forwarded along the shortest paths. Meanwhile,
the ISP achieves the maximum utility through retaining
the residual capacity. Inversely, if there exists link weight

then ð^r; f^ M Þ solves TEðG; D; V Þ. (See proof in the supplementary file, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TPDS.2015.2392760.)

3.3 Depicting the Optimal Link Weights
Let f be a concave function within domain C. Let p be a
supergradient of f at x 2 C if
fðx
xÞ þ p> ðyy  x Þ  fðyyÞ; 8yy 2 C:
Superdifferential of f at x is the set of all the supergradients
of f at x and is denoted by @fðx
xÞ.2 If f is concave and differentiable at x , then @fðx
xÞ ¼ frfðx
xÞg.
With the optimality condition of ISPðV; wÞ (See [5], p. 281,
Theorem 28.3) and the calculation rule of the superdifferential (See [15], p.183, Theorem 4.1.1), we get the property of
the link weight as follows.
Theorem 3. Let ð^r ; f^ M Þ solve TEðG; D; V Þ and the vector w represent optimal link weight. Then there exists p 2 @V ð^r Þ such
that for all ði; jÞ 2 E
wij ¼ pij ;

if r^ij > 0

(8a)

wij  pij ;

if r^ij ¼ 0:

(8b)

In the sequel, we refer to link ði; jÞ 2 E as a saturated link
if rij ¼ 0; otherwise, an unsaturated link. Theorem 3 shows
that the link weight is the component of the supergradient
of the utility function for the optimal residual capacity at an
unsaturated link.
Lemma 1. If 0  ^r < c, then it holds that p  0 for any
p 2 @V ð^r Þ.
Proof. Given p 2 @V ð^r Þ and ði; jÞ 2 E, let rij ¼ r^ij þ  and
rkl ¼ r^kl for all ðk; lÞ 2 E but ðk; lÞ 6¼ ði; jÞ, where  is
positive and makes r  c. Then V ðrrÞ  V ð^rÞ is nonnegative for the utility function V ðrrÞ is non-decreasing.
Furthermore, by the definition of supergradient, it
holds that
V ð^r Þ þ pij  V ðrrÞ:
So pij  0. We get p  0.

u
t

Link costs possibly taking negative values then would
cause serious problems in shortest path calculations and
IGPs as well. By Theorem 3, the link weight vector satisfies
2. For convex f, @fðx
xÞ denotes the set of subgradients and is called
the subdifferential.
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>
1;
>
>
>
>
>
>
1 þ 2a;
>
>
>
>
>
>
3;
>
>
<
pij ¼ 3 þ 7a
>
>
>
>
10;
>
>
>
>
>
>
10 þ 60a;
>
>
>
>
>
: 70;

w  p for some p 2 @V ð^r Þ. Combining Lemma 1, we can
solve the problem.
Theorem 4. The link weight vector w in Theorem 1 is
nonnegative.
Lemma 2 ([15], p.187, Corollary 4.3.2). Let f1 ðx
xÞ; . . . ; fm ðx
xÞ
be m concave and differentiable functions from Rn to R and
define
xÞ; . . . ; fm ðx
xÞg:
fðx
xÞ :¼ minff1 ðx
Denoting by I ðx
xÞ :¼ fi : fi ðx
xÞ ¼ fðx
xÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; mg the
active index-set, we have
(
@fðx
xÞ ¼

X

ui rfi ðx
xÞ : ui  0 for i 2 I ðx
xÞ;

i2I ðx
xÞ

X

)
ui ¼ 1 :

i2I ðx
xÞ

Based on Theorem 3, we leverage Lemma 2 to describe
nice observations which illustrate the optimal link weights
achieved for two common cost functions.
To minimize MLU, we have
rij  cij
:
cij
ði;jÞ2E

V ðrrÞ ¼ min

Let Ið^rÞ be the set of links with MLU ( i.e., bottleneck links)


rij  cij
r^ij  cij
:
I ð^r Þ ¼ ði; jÞ 2 E :
¼ min
cij
ði;jÞ2E
cij
With Lemma 2, we have p 2 @VP
ð^r Þ if and only if pij ¼ aij =cij
for ði; jÞ 2 Ið^r Þ and aij  0; ði;jÞ2I ð^rÞ aij ¼ 1; otherwise,
pij ¼ 0. The results show that the routing that minimizes
MLU is the shortest path routing for each ingress-egress
pair, where the weights of the non-bottleneck links are all
zero, whereas only the weights of bottleneck links are positive and inversely proportional to their own capacities.
The piecewise-linear approximation of the M=M=1 delay
formula proposed by Fortz and Thorup [11] is based on discussions with the technicians in AT&T Lab. They assume
utilities are additive,
so that the aggregate utility of residual
P
capacity r is ði;jÞ2E Vij ðrij Þ [21], where

Vij ðrij Þ ¼

8
rij  cij ;
>
>
>
>
<
3rij  73 cij ;
>
10rij  14
>
3 cij ;
>
>
: 70r  32 c ;
ij

3

ij

rij
2
cij  3
rij
1
2
3  cij < 3
r
ij
1
1
10  cij < 3
rij
1
0  cij < 10
:

(9)

Here we ignore the case where rij < 0 and reformulate it as
Vij ðrij Þ ¼ min ’k ðrij Þ;
k¼1;...;4

where ’1 ðrij Þ ¼ rij  cij ; ’2 ðrij Þ ¼ 3rij  73 cij ; ’3 ðrij Þ ¼ 10rij 
’4 ðrij Þ ¼ 70rij  32
3 cij . With Lemma 2, we have
rij Þ if and only if
pij 2 @Vij ð^

55
r^ij
cij
r^ij
cij

> 23
¼ 23

r^ij
1
2
3 < cij < 3
r^ij
1
cij ¼ 3
^
r
ij
1
1
10 < cij < 3
r^ij
1
cij ¼ 10
r^
1
0 < cijij < 10
;

where a 2 ½0; 1 is a constant. The results show that the routing that minimizes piecewise-linear approximation of the
M=M=1 delay formula is the shortest path routing for each
ingress-egress pair, where the link weights are dependent
on the link load. For example, the link weight is 1 for the
link with utilization no greater than 1=3, and is 70 for the
link with utilization greater than 9/10, and the link weight
lies in the interval ½10; 70 for the link with utilization 9/10.

4

A CLASS OF GENERIC UTILITY FUNCTIONS

In order to capture various TE requirements of network
operators, we first exploit a class of ðqq; bÞ load balancing
utility functions, and then investigate the relationship
between any utility function and a ðqq; 1Þ load balancing utility function. To quantify the efficiency of each traffic distribution in terms of load balancing, we propose a novel
definition of proportional load balancing.

4.1 ðqq; bÞ Load Balancing Utility Function
We assume that the operator has utility Vij ðrij Þ (e.g., (9)), if a
residual capacity rij is maintained at link ði; jÞ. Assume further utilities are additive,
so that the aggregate utility of
P
residual capacity r is ði;jÞ2E Vij ðrij Þ.
To simplify the analysis, we assume the utility function is
strictly concave and differentiable. In addition, Vij ðrij Þ tends
to 1 as rij ! 0. Under those assumptions, for a residual
capacity r (or the traffic distribution f ¼ c  r ), there may
be multiple flow vectors f M satisfying Eqs. (2b) and (2c).
We say that ^r solves TEðV; G; DÞ if there exists f^ M such that
ð^r; f^ M Þ solves TEðV; G; DÞ. We denote the corresponding
link load with f^ ¼ c  ^r.
Let qij be positive constants for all ði; jÞ 2 E and b be a
positive constant. We consider a class of TE utility functions
and refer to it as ðqq; bÞ load balancing utility function

qij log rij ;
if b ¼ 1
(10)
Vij ðrij Þ ¼
1
1b
qij ð1  bÞ ðrij =cij Þ ; if b 6¼ 1:
Since ðqq; bÞ load balancing utility function is differentiab
ble, we have @V ðrrÞ ¼ frV ðrrÞg and @r@ij V ðrrÞ ¼ qij cb1
ij rij .
Now, with Theorems 1 and 3, we give the physical meaning
of the link weights for some specific ðqq; bÞ load balancing
utility functions as follows.
Example 1. ð1; 1Þ load balancing utility function.3 Let the residual capacity ^r solve TEðG; D; V Þ with Vij ðrij Þ ¼ log rij .
With (8a), we get the optimal link weight

14
3 cij ,

3. In this paper, we use 1 to denote an all-one vector.
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Fig. 1. An example illustrating the implication of b in ð1; bÞ load balancing criteria and the reason why minimizing MLU is not well-defined.

wij ¼

1
1
¼
;
r^ij cij  f^ij

i.e. the average packet delay on link ði; jÞ based on the
M=M=1 queuing model [4]. Then if the path p^ for ðs; tÞ
bears positive traffic, we have
X
X
1
1

^
c

fij
ði;jÞ2^
p cij  fij
ði;jÞ2p ij
for any other path p for ðs; tÞ. We show that the solution
to TEðG; D; V Þ with ð1; 1Þ load balancing utility function
minimizes the average packet queuing delay of ðsm ; tm Þ
for all m 2 M. If a network is running with low utilization, then f^ij
cij , and therefore, the delay becomes
^
1=ðcij  fij Þ 1=cij . It is consistent with the Cisco’s InvCap [42].
Example 2. ð1; 2Þ load balancing utility function. Let the residual capacity ^r solve TEðG; D; V Þ with Vij ðrij Þ ¼
ðcij Þ=rij ¼ 1  fij =ðcij  fij Þ. In this case, the problem
(2) tries to minimize the total average queuing delay
with the M=M=1 queuing model and the optimal link
weights wij ¼ cij =^
r2ij .
Example 3. ðqq; 0Þ load balancing utility function. Let dij be the
processing and propagation delay for unit traffic on link
ði; jÞ. Set qij ¼ dij cij . Let the residual capacity ^r solve
TEðG; D; V Þ with Vij ðrij Þ ¼ dij rij ¼ dij cij  dij fij . In this
case, TEðG; D; V Þ tries to minimize the total processing
and propagation delay, and the optimal link weight
wij ¼ dij for the unsaturated link ði; jÞ and wij  dij for
the saturated link ði; jÞ. If dij ¼ 1, we have the minimum
hop routing.
Consider the network in Fig. 1a. There are four links with
capacities all being 1 unit. The non-zero demands are 1 and
0.9 units for ingress-egress pair ð1; 3Þ and ð3; 4Þ, respectively. There are two paths for ingress-egress pair ð1; 3Þ, i.e.
1-3 and 1-2-3, and a single path for ingress-egress pair ð3; 4Þ,
i.e. 3-4. Assume that qij is 1 for each link ði; jÞ, the impact of
load balancing parameter b on link weight and link utilization is shown in Figs. 1b and 1c, respectively.
The difference between weights of links (1, 3) and (1, 2)
increases as b increases, as shown in Fig. 1b. The difference
between utilizations of these links, however, decreases with
the increase of b, as shown in Fig. 1c. These facts imply that
we can balance the loads on different links by tuning the
parameter b.

In order to have a deep insight into the links weights
and traffic distribution when b is 0 and 1, we list corresponding results in Table 1. In the case when b ¼ 0 (i.e. the
2nd column), the optimization goal is equivalent to maximizing the network-wide residual bandwidth. Therefore,
ingress-egress pair ð1; 3Þ only employs a single shortest
path, i.e. 1-3, which results in the overall residual bandwidth of 2.1 units. This case also confirms the conclusion
of Example 3 that, we will have the minimum hop routing
if b ¼ 0 and dij ¼ 1:4
In another case when b ¼ 1 (i.e. the 3rd column), there
are two equal-cost shortest paths for ingress-egress pair
ð1; 3Þ, namely 1-3 and 1-2-3 with 2/3 and 1/3 of the total
traffic load, respectively. It is easy to validate that the resulting optimal link weights follows the link weight assignment
equation in Example 1. In Column 4, we also list the results
with the objective function that minimizes piecewise-linear
approximation of the M/M/1 delay formula [11]. We can
find that the resulting optimal routing is the same as the
case for b ¼ 1, i.e. the same traffic slitting fractions for
ingress-egress pair ð1; 3Þ over two equal-cost shortest paths,
and the same link utilization.
Remark 2. Through numerical studies, Ben-Ameur et al.
[3] and Gourdin and Klopfenstein [12] examine the
impact of different objective functions, particularly
those in (10) with b ¼ 1 and b ¼ 2. Our work complements theirs by theoretically examining the optimal
link weights associated with the ðqq; bÞ load balancing
utility function.

4.2 General Utility versus ðqq; 1Þ Load Balancing
Utility
While the optimization problem TEðG; D; V Þ is mathematically solvable, it involves the utility function V that is
unlikely to be known by the network. In this section, we
highlight several observations with the ðqq; 1Þ load balancing
utility, which helps operators to choose an appropriate utility function.
Assume the utility function is strictly concave and differentiable, we consider two simple problems. We regard the
optimal link weight wij as a charge per unit residual capacity for link ði; jÞ. If link ði; jÞ can choose an amount to pay
per unit time, qij , and receive in return a residual capacity
rij proportional to qij , say rij ¼ qij =wij , the utility maximization problem for link ði; jÞ becomes
4. As we assume that qij and cij are 1 in Fig. 1a, dij ¼ qij =cij ¼ 1.
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TABLE 1
The Link Weight and Link Utilization for Example 1 in Optimal TE with Different Objective Functions
b¼0

Link
(1, 3)
(3, 4)
(1, 2)
(2, 3)

b¼1

B. Fortz & M. Thorup [11]

min-max

weights

utilizations

weights

utilizations

weights

utilizations

weights

utilizations

MLU
weights

[22]
utilizations

2
1
1
0

1.00
0.90
0.00
0.00

3
10
1.5
1.5

0.67
0.90
0.33
0.33

4.6
40.0
2.3
2.3

0.67
0.90
0.33
0.33

2
1
1
1

0.50
0.90
0.50
0.50

0
1
0
0

az
0.90
1a
1a

z a is a constant in interval ½0:1; 0:9


Linkij ðVij ; wij Þ maximize Vij
qij 0

qij
wij


 qij :

(11)

Next, suppose that the network knows the vector
qP¼ ðqij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ, and attempts to maximize the function
ði;jÞ2E qij log rij . The network’s optimization problem is
then as follows, i.e.
NetworkðG; D; q Þ maximize
m
r 0;ff 0

X

qij log rij

ði;jÞ2E

subject to r þ
Af

X

fm ¼ c

(12)

m2M
m
m

¼ d ; 8m 2 M:

We say ^r solves NetworkðG; D; q Þ if there exists f^ M such
that ð^r ; f^ M Þ solves the optimization problem (12).
Theorem 5. There always exist vectors w ¼ ðwij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ,
^q ¼ ðqij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ, and ^r ¼ ðrij ; ði; jÞ 2 EÞ, satisfying
wij > 0 and q^ij ¼ wij r^ij for all ði; jÞ 2 E, such that q^ij solves
Linkij ðVij ; wij Þ for ði; jÞ 2 E and ^r solves NetworkðG; D; ^q Þ.
Further, given any such triple ðw
w; ^q ; ^rÞ, ^q and ^r are uniquely
determined and ^r is the unique solution to TEðG; D; V Þ.
Theorem 5, proven in the supplementary file, available
online, shows that the optimal traffic distribution derived
from (2) with a general objective function is the same as the
one from (12), in which the objective function is ðqq; 1Þ load
balancing.
With b ¼ 1, if qij ; ði; jÞ 2 E are all 1, the resulting capacity
r is proportional load balancing, and if qij ; ði; jÞ 2 E are all
integers, the resulting capacity r is weighted proportional
load balancing (See Section 4.3). These typical observations
can be used as baselines for network operators to facilitate
utility function selection according to their load balancing
goals.

4.3 Load Balancing versus Efficiency
A major concern in TE is load balancing of traffic repartition
against traffic fluctuation, which can be partially addressed
by the routing pattern that minimizes MLU.
Another consideration of an operator is routing efficiency, which means that the routing retains as much
residual capacities as possible for all links after satisfying
the current traffic demands. A routing pattern with high
efficiency, however, does not necessarily achieve load
balancing. For example, pursuing high efficiency might
result in an unbalanced scenario, where the majority of
links have a large amount of residual capacity while the
rest little. The ideal situation, which enjoys high

efficiency and load balancing simultaneously, is hard to
realize due to the contradiction of these two indicators.
Therefore, in certain cases, better load balancing is preferred even at the cost of reducing efficiency. In this
paper, we apply load balancing criteria to characterize
how traffic is distributed over links so as to achieve various trade-offs.
A residual capacity ^r is proportional load balancing if it is
feasible, and for any feasible residual capacity r, the aggregation of proportional changes of residual capacity is zero
or negative,
X rij  r^ij
 0:
r^ij
ði;jÞ2E

(13)

A residual capacity ^r is weighted proportional load balancing
if it is feasible, and for any other feasible residual allocations r and some positive constants qij ,
X
ði;jÞ2E

qij

rij  r^ij
 0:
r^ij

(14)

The relationship between conditions (13) and (14) is well
illustrated when qij ; ði; jÞ 2 E, are all integers. For each
ði; jÞ 2 E, replace the single link ði; jÞ with qij identical sublinks, construct the proportional loadPbalancing residual
capacity allocation over the obtained ði;jÞ2E qij links, and
allocate link ði; jÞ with the aggregate residual capacity
through its qij sub-links; then the final traffic distribution is
weighted proportional load balancing.
Here we can explain Theorem 5 with the proportional
load balancing. Assume that we associate an agent with a
link. Theorem 5 also shows that, if the agent of a link is able
to choose a charge per unit time that is willing to pay, and if
the network allocates residual capacities so that the residual
capacity per unit charge is proportional load balancing,
then a system optimum is achieved when the link agents’
choices on charges and the network’s choice on the amount
and price (per unit) of allocated residual capacities are in
equilibrium.
The following definition is a generalized proportional
load balancing. A residual capacity ^r is ðq; bÞ proportional
load balancing if it is feasible and for any other feasible r ,
X
ði;jÞ2E

qij cb1
ij

rij  r^ij
ð^
rij Þb

 0;

(15)

where b is a non-negative load balancing parameter. It is
reduced to the proportional load balancing with b ¼ 1.
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Theorem 6. A residual capacity ^r is ðqq; bÞ proportional load balancing if and only if ^r solves TEðG; D; V Þ with ðqq; bÞ utility
function.
P
Proof. Plug gðrrÞ ¼ ði;jÞ2E Vij ðrij Þ into (2a). For gðrrÞ is concave and continuously differentiable, it holds that ^r solves (2) if and only if
ðrgð^rÞÞ> ðrr  ^rÞ  0

Remark 3. Based on Theorem 6, the solution to
NetworkðG; D; 1Þ is proportional load balancing. If
qij ; 8ði; jÞ are all integers, the solution to NetworkðG; D; q Þ
can be constructed as follows: for each ði; jÞ, replace the
single link ði; jÞ with qij identical sub-links, calculate the
proportional
load balancing allocation over the
P
q
traffic,
and then provide link ði; jÞ with the
ij
ði;jÞ2E
aggregate residual capacity allocated to its qij associated
sub-links. The residual capacity per unit charge is then
proportional load balancing.
Next we discuss the popular TE criterion of minimizing
MLU, which is known to be oversensitive to individual bottleneck links [10]. It does not penalize solutions that force
traffic to traverse very long paths, either. We first use an
example to illustrate that minimizing MLU is not a welldefined load balancing criterion.
Considering the example shown in Fig. 1a, there are an
infinite number of possible traffic distributions minimizing
MLU, shown in the last column of Table 1. How to evaluate
these optimal traffic distributions? Let us turn to the minmax load balancing rule first proposed in this paper. A
residual capacity ^r is considered as min-max load balancing
if it is feasible, and for any feasible residual capacity r , the
following condition holds: if rij > r^ij for some ði; jÞ 2 E,
then there exists ðu; vÞ 2 E such that ð^
ruv =cuv Þ  ð^
rij =cij Þ and
ruv < r^uv .
We now show that a min-max load balancing residual
capacity ^r also minimizes MLU. Assume that ^r is min-max
load balancing and does not minimize MLU, which means
there exists a feasible residual capacity r such that




rij
r^ij
< max 1 
:
max 1 
cij
cij
ði;jÞ2E
ði;jÞ2E

(16)

Let ði; jÞ ¼ arg maxði;jÞ2E ð1  r^ij =cij Þ. By (16), we have
ð1  rij =cij Þ < ð1  r^ij =cij Þ. For ^r is min-max load balancing,
there exists ðu; vÞ 2 E such that ð1  r^uv =cuv Þ  ð1  r^ij =cij Þ
and ð1  ruv =cuv Þ > ð1  r^uv =cuv Þ, which contradicts (16).
We show the min-max load balancing residual capacity
with the example in Fig. 1a in the fifth column in Table 1,
where the min-max load balancing rule reduces the second
maximum link utilization to 50 percent. Yet similar to minimizing MLU, the min-max load balancing traffic distribution does not penalize solutions that force traffic to traverse
very long paths, e.g. path 1-2-3 and path 1-3 for the ingressegress pair ð1; 3Þ. If the link capacities are five times higher,
then it would not be worthy to send the traffic from node 1
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through a detour over node 2 to node 3. Because it does not
really matter that we reduce the second maximum link utilization from 20 to 10 percent.
Remark 4. We can show that the min-max load balancing
emerges with b converging to infinity for ðqq; bÞ proportional load balancing.

5

for any feasible residual capacity r [5], [6]. By the definib
tion of gðrrÞ, we have @g=@rij ¼ qij cb1
ij =rij . Then (15) holds
for any feasible residual capacity r .
u
t
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The generalized optimal TE framework in (2) can be realized via link-state routing protocols or MPLS. In this section,
we present potential ways to implement our theoretical
achievements. We try to leverage existing protocols and
mechanisms as much as possible for the benefits of compatibility and deployability.

5.1 Overview
In our previous work [1], we realize the optimal TE in a distributed manner, where each router independently computes link weights and forwards packets accordingly.
Considering the overhead imposed on routers by such a distributed approach, in this paper, we resort to a centralized
way as commonly-used in the conventional TE, i.e., a centralized controller is employed to make optimal routing
decisions.
After collecting the necessary information (e.g., network
topology and traffic demands), the controller solves the
optimal TE problem to derive updated network configurations (e.g., OSPF link weights or MPLS tunnels), and then
disseminates these configurations to corresponding routers.
In practice, the controller can collect the topology and link
load information from OSPF’s link state advertisements
(LSAs).
Since multiple shortest paths may exist to carry on the
traffic of the same ingress-egress pair, a major challenge to
optimal TE implementation arises, i.e., how to determine an
appropriate splitting fraction on each of these paths.
Inspired by the encouraging results by Xu et al. [28], the
NEM theory is employed here to achieve an efficient and
flexible splitting scheme, with a noticeable difference that
we split traffic only among multiple shortest paths other
than all available paths [28].
5.2 OSPF-Based Approach
By incorporating the NEM theory into the NUM framework
in Section 3, we develop shortest-paths penalizing exponential flow-splitting (SPEF), a practical link-state routing protocol with hop-by-hop forwarding. SPEF requires two sets
of link weights. The first-set link weights (see Section 3.2)
are used to compute the shortest path(s) of every ingressegress pair and weights in the second-set (introduced later)
are used for routers to independently construct the traffic
splitting function when ECMP exists.
The traffic splitting function for SPEF. Now we focus on
leveraging the NEM theory to illustrate how to derive the
second-set link weights and then construct the traffic splitting function.
Assume that we have obtained the first-set link weights
w and the residual capacity ^r by solving TEðG; D; V Þ.
Accordingly, the set of all-pair shortest paths in terms of the
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first-set link weights is denoted by ON ¼ fONt : t 2 N g,
where ONt is the set of the shortest paths from every node
i 2 N to node t. When ECMP exists for a specific ingressegress pair ðsm ; tm Þ, we adopt an exponential-weighted flow
splitting scheme based on NEM, because it allows each
router to independently compute the desired traffic splitting
ratios using only alternative link weights [28]. As such,
SPEF achieves the network-wide traffic engineering objective, yet keeps the simplicity and scalability of link-state
routing protocols.
If path r 2 ON is the shortest path from sm to tm , we
denote it by r 2 m for simplicity.
Let the traffic split fracP
tion of path r be pr , i.e. r:r2m pr ¼ 1. Maximizing the relative entropy [6] of the traffic splitting vector can be
formulated as
NEMðON; D; f^ Þ:
maximize 
pr

subject to

X

dm

m

X

X

X

pr log pr

(17a)

r:r2m

dm pr  f^ij ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E

(17b)

m r:r2m;ði;jÞ2r

X

pr ¼ 1; m ¼ 1; . . . ; M

(17c)

r:r2m

where f^ ¼ c  ^r .
Remark 5. Compared with the earlier NEM problem for
PEFT in [28], NEMðON; D ; f^ Þ only splits the traffic on the
ECMPs determined by the first-set link weights, which
enables the SPEF protocol to maintain the shortest-path
nature of OSPF. On the other hand, PEFT adoptes the
traffic-splitting function to get the total outgoing traffic
flows (destined to tm ) traversing link ði; jÞ, which means
we must split the traffic to each possible path for ðsm ; tm Þ.
We now show that the optimal solution to
NEMðON; D; f^ Þ can be realized in a hop-by-hop forwarding
manner. Let p^ ¼ ð^
pr ; 8r 2 ONÞ be the optimal solution to
NEMðON; D; f^ Þ and v the Lagrangian multiplier vector
associated with (17b). Hereafter we refer to v as the secondset link weights. Then by the convex optimization theory
(See [5], p. 281, Theorem 28.3), p^ solves
maximize 
pr

subject to

XX

dm ðpr log pr þ qr pr Þ þ

vij f^ij

ði;jÞ2E

m r:r2m

X

X

pr ¼ 1; m ¼ 1; . . . ; M;

(18)

r:r2m

P

where qr ¼ ði;jÞ2r vij is the length of path r in terms of the
second-set link weights v. Note that the objective function
in (18) is separable for a given v . We get the solution to (18)
by solving
X

pr log pr þ qr pr
maximize  dm
pr

subject to

X

r:r2m

pr ¼ 1

r:r2m

for each m separately. Then there exists nm such that
dm ð1 þ log pr þ qr Þ þ nm ¼ 0
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TABLE 2
Path Table for Node i to Destination t under SPEF
Next-hop

Lengths of ECMPs through link (i; Next-hop)
to t in view of the second-set link weights
ðq11 ; . . . ; q1n1 Þ
..
.
ðqli 1 ; . . . ; qli nli Þ

j1
..
.
jli

and

P
r:r2m

pr ¼ 1. Based on these above conditions, we get
p^r ¼ P

eqr

r0 :r0 2mðrÞ

eqr0

; 8 r;

(19)

where mðrÞ is ingress-egress pair ðsm ; tm Þ with r 2 m.
The notion of the traffic splitting function was introduced
in [27] to succinctly describe link-state routing protocols.
Traffic-splitting function Gt ði; jÞ indicates the amount of
traffic that node i forwards via outing link ði; jÞ to t. Here
we first need to establish a path table for node i to destination t as shown in Table 2. There are li next-hops for node i
in ONt . Let nk denote the number of shortest paths from
node i across node jk to node t, and qkh the length of the hth
path in terms of the second-set link weight v from node i
through node jk to node t. According to (19), the traffic splitting function is
Pnk

qkh
h¼1 e
P
n
i
k0
qk0 h
h¼1 e
k0 ¼1

Gt ði; jk Þ ¼ Pl

; k ¼ 1; . . . ; li :

(20)

Note that if there is only one next hop j for i in ONt , we have
Gt ði; jÞ ¼ 1 according to (20).
Routing algorithms for SPEF. Now we are on the position
to design algorithms for SPEF to realize the optimal TE. As
stated earlier, we rely on a central controller to periodically
calculate the up-to-date routing configurations. Therefore, a
centralized algorithm for the controller is shown in Algorithm 1, which first takes the necessary input information
(e.g., topology and traffic demands) and then calculates the
first- and the second-set link weights by solving the TE and
the NEM problem, respectively. These two convex optimization problems can be solved in a centralized manner in
polynomial time. Alternative distributed solutions to these
problems, as well as their convergence behaviors, can be
found in [1]. Note that the operators can flexibly adjust their
TE goals by changing the input utility function V ðrrÞ
accordingly.

Algorithm 1. Centralized Computation
Input: G; c ; D ; V
1: Solve TEðG; D ; V Þ to obtain the first-set link weights w and
residual capacity ^r.
2: for each destination node t 2 N do
3:
Run Dijkstra’s algorithm with the first-set link weights
to get the set of the shortest paths ON ¼ fONt : t 2 N g.
4: end
5: Solve NEMðON; D ; f^ Þ to get the second-set weights v.

A router learns the network topology and two sets of link
weights from the flooding of LSAs (Section 5.4). Therefore, it
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Fig. 2. A simple example to illustrate the SPEF routing.

can independently construct the forwarding table for SPEF
as shown in Algorithm 2. After getting the shortest paths in
terms of the first-set link weights to all destinations (Line 1),
it calculates how to split the traffic for every destination t
over its outgoing links (i.e., next-hops) (Lines 3-4). The time
complexities to calculate the shortest paths with Dijkstra’s
algorithm (Line 1) and to create all entries (Lines 2-5) are
OðE þ N logNÞ and OðN 2 Þ, respectively. Therefore, the total
time complexity of Algorithm 2 is OðN 2 Þ. Algorithms 1 and
2 enable SPEF to achieve the optimal TE with hop-by-hop
forwarding.

Algorithm 2. Constructing Forwarding Table for SPEF
Input: w ; v
1:
Run Dijkstra’s algorithm with the first-set link weights w
to get the set of the shortest paths ONt for all t.
2: for each destination node t 2 N do
3:
Calculate the length of each path in ONt in terms of the
second-set link weights v and construct Table 2 by classifying ONt according to their next hops.
4:
Get the traffic splitting by Eq. (20) and create a routing
entry < destination; next hop; splitting ratio >.
5: end

Case study: the SPEF routing. We use a classical example
for TE [20] as shown in Fig. 2a to illustrate SPEF routing,
where each link has a capacity of 5 units. There are four
ingress-egress pairs and each needs a bandwidth of 4 units.
For simplicity, we omit the six links unused. The numbers
on the links are the link indices.
Considering Destination 2, Fig. 2b shows the shortest
path set in view of the first-set link weights for SPEF with
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b ¼ 1 and the forwarding tables of each node. We take
Node 3 as an example. There are two next-hops, i.e.,
Nodes 1 and 6. Only one shortest path with a cost of
1.1664, in view of the second-set link weights, reaches Destination 2 via Node 1. Two shortest paths traverse Node 6
to Destination 2. Both of them have a cost of 0 in view of
the second-set link weights. Then the router at Node 3
independently calculates the traffic splitting according to
(20), i.e. G2 ð3; 1Þ ¼ e1:1664 =ðe1:1664 þ 2e0 Þ ¼ 0:1348 and
G2 ð3; 6Þ ¼ 2e0 =ðe1:1664 þ 2e0 Þ ¼ 0:8652.
Unless explicitly specified, hereafter we use OSPF to
refer to a benchmark, which sets the weight of each link
inversely proportional to its capacity and evenly splits traffic among the set of the next-hops in the ECMP. Fig. 3a
shows the link utilizations for OSPF and SPEF with different parameters b, where Link 1 is the bottleneck link. The
congestion occurs at Link 1 for OSPF. The utilization of
Link 1 decreases with b for SPEF. In Fig. 3b, the first-set
link weight of Links 1 is 3 and other links’ first-set link
weights are all 1 when b ¼ 0. For b ¼ 1, we can see from
Fig. 3c that all the second-set link weights are zero besides
Links 1 and 5. The increase of the second-set weight of
Link 1 with b shows that we route less traffic through Link
1 with a larger b.

5.3 MPLS-Based Approach
An alternative way to achieve the optimal TE is the MPLSbased approach [39]. In MPLS, label-switched paths are set
up using a signaling protocol for packet forwarding, e.g.,
Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [41]. Packets are
classified into different forwarding equivalence classes
(FECs) at the edge router when they first enter an MPLS network, and then forwarded along corresponding LSPs. Multiple LSPs may serve the same FEC to support multi-path
routing.
Besides the OSPF-based implementation (i.e., SPEF), our
framework provides valid MPLS-based TE schemes as
well. With a slight modification, Algorithm 1 can be used
by the central controller to calculate the optimal MPLS tunnels. After solving the NEM in Line 5 of Algorithm 1, the
controller should continue to get p^r for each path r 2 ON
using (19), which can be viewed as the ratio of the traffic
routed along path r to the total traffic demand with the
same ingress-egress pair. Then, we take every ingressegress pair ðsm ; tm Þ as an FEC. Accordingly, each path
r 2 ON from sm to tm can be set up as an LSP by installing
a label forwarding entry at routers along the LSP. The

Fig. 3. Results for the topology in Fig. 2a with different b (we shrink each value in (b) by a fraction of 5b1 to accommodate them in one plot).
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TABLE 3
Properties for Different Networks
Net. ID

Topology

Node #

Link #

Abilene
Cernet2
Hier50a
Hier50b
Rand50a
Rand50b
Rand100

Backbone
Backbone
2-level
2-level
Random
Random
Random

11
20
50
50
50
50
100

28
44
222
152
242
230
392

hashing mechanism [7] can be configured with different
weights to support various splitting fractions over multiple
LSPs for the same FEC.

5.4 Discussion
Since SPEF requires an additional set of link weights, we
can separate the current 16-bit LSA message into two 8-bit
spaces to represent the first- and the second-set link weights
of each link, respectively. By this way, SPEF claims no
change on the format of LSA messages, but does require a
modification to the control plane of each router to recognize
these weights and then carry on local computation. The
major overhead arisen here comprises of the storage overhead of the path table in Table 2 and the computation overhead of the splitting ratios in Eq. (20). Assume that there are
256 edge nodes as destinations in a network (a reasonably
large number given that an OSPF domain generally contains
no more than 1,000 nodes [37]). For a node i, suppose the
average degree (i.e., next-hops li ) is 16 and each next-hop
has on average eight ECMPs (i.e., nk ) in terms of the second
link weights. If the length of each path, qkh , is stored in 2
Bytes (1 65,535), then each entry in Table 2 takes up
2  8 þ 2 (Bytes for the next-hop segment)=18 Bytes. So the
total memory required is 18  16  256 ¼ 0:074 MB, which
is very small. According to Eq. (20), the computation of
splitting ratios for each destination at node i consists of
exponent arithmetic, addition and division, which can be
done within several instructions in the processor. Considering parallel execution for multiple destinations, the computation overhead should not be a concern.
The online MPLS-based TE solutions (e.g., MIRA [18]
and REPLEX [8]) are proposed to handle dynamic traffic
demands without any priori information, whereas our
MPLS-based implementation is likely to be categorized as
an offline approach, which aims to globally optimize network-wide routes for given traffic demands. As the network
traffic demands vary over time, the offline algorithm can be
conducted periodically based on the collected traffic information. Intuitively, the choice of periodicity balances the
trade-off between optimality and overhead, which will be
further explored in Section 6.

6

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Network Setup
Two real backbone networks and several synthetic
networks are involved in simulations, the properties of
which are summarized in Table 3. The Abilene network has
28 10-Gbps links, while the Cernet2 [44] network has eight
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10-Gbps links and 36 2.5-Gbps links. The traffic demands of
Abilene network are available online [43], and those of Cernet2 network are generated using a gravity model. The link
loads required by the gravity model are derived from the
sample Netflow data collected from Jan. 10th to 16th, 2010.
In addition, we also generate synthetic networks using
GT-ITM with similar configurations in [9]. Each two-level
hierarchical network consists of two kinds of links: local
access links and long distance links with 1- and 5-unit
bandwidth, respectively. As to the random networks, the
probability of having a link between two nodes is a constant, and all link bandwidths are 1 unit. Traffic demands
for all synthetic networks are randomly generated using
the gravity model.

6.2 Network Utility under Matlab-Based Simulations
We conduct Matlab-based simulations to explore the utility
that SPEF achieves under different traffic demand scenarios,
where the utility of OSPF is taken as a benchmark. PEFT is
not involved for comparison because theoretically it
achieves the same optimal utility with SPEF. Without losing
generality, we use the utility function in (10) with q ¼ 1 and
b ¼ 1 to determine the first-set link weights for SPEF.
For each network, traffic demands increase proportionally to simulate different congestion levels. Fig. 4 shows the
normalized utility when varying the network load for different topologies, where x-axis denotes the network load
calculated as the ratio of total demands
to the total link
P
capacities. The normalized utility is ði;jÞ2E log ð1  uij Þ (uij
is the link utilization) if MLU < 1, or 1 otherwise.
In Fig. 4, the utility difference between SPEF and OSPF
becomes remarkable as network load increases (the lower
the better). When MLU under OSPF is greater than 1, OSPF
breaks down while SPEF still works well. This phenomenon
is more obvious in large-scale synthetic networks, e.g.,
when the network load is greater than 0.09 in the Rand100
network in Fig. 4g. These facts indicate that OSPF is suitable
for networks with relatively low network load, and SPEF
routing is more robust than OSPF in sustaining heavier traffic workloads.
6.3 Performance under NS2-Based Simulations
In this section, we present a series of NS2 [45] simulations
for performance comparison of SPEF, OSPF and PEFT,
from the point of view of the link utilization and flow
delay. In addition, we also explore the routing stability
and configuration overhead of SPEF for the MPLS-based
implementation.
Abilene network is used in NS2 simulations, because its
real traffic matrices in every 5 minutes are available [43].
The original traffic matrices are considered as the light load.
To emulate a heavy load, we scale up the original traffic
matrices until the network load reaches 0.16, because a
heavier load will make OSPF infeasible as shown in Fig. 4a.
Each simulation lasts for 200 s and the propagation delay is
30 ms for all links.
For PEFT, as it is impossible to enumerate all possible
paths, we select for each ingress-egress pair a candidate
path set consisting of the top-three shortest paths in terms
of link hops; then the path-based optimal solution to the
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Fig. 4. Utility versus network loading for SPEF and OSPF.

multi-commodity problem with a piecewise-linear objective
function is regarded as the optimal routes of PEFT. For
OSPF, since each link in our simulation has the same capacity, Cisco’s InvCap [42] results in the same weight for all
links. Therefore, the shortest path(s) in terms of link weights
are equivalent to the smallest hop-count paths. SPEF is
expected to achieve better load balancing at an expense of
enlarging path length in terms of hops for partial ingressegress pairs.
Link utilization. To explore the link utilization for the
three protocols, we select a series of traffic matrices within
6 hours (from 8 am to 2 pm) on Oct. 20th, 2004. The timevarying MLUs for three protocols are shown in Figs. 5 and
6, where y-axis represents the MLU of each 5-min interval.
The major advantage that SPEF offers is the MLU
improvement over the other two protocols, especially for
the light load.
Then, we randomly select a time interval to have a deep
look at how the traffic is distributed over all links for both
light and heavy loads. Due to the space limitation, we only
present the results of heavy load, as shown in Fig. 7. The
case of light load has similar results. SPEF can slightly
decrease the utilization of overloaded links by rerouting the
traffic over links with much lower utilization. PEFT has similar performance as that of OSPF in the heavy traffic scenario, which is consistent with the results in Fig. 6.
Flow delay. Different traffic distributions may result in
diverse routes for the same ingress-egress pair. Here we

refer to the packets of the same ingress-egress pair as the
same network flow. Using traffic matrices in the same time
interval as in Fig. 7, we calculate the flow delay for each protocol as the total packet delay divided by the number of
packets. Results for three protocols are exhibited in Figs. 8
and 9. In both cases, OSPF has the smallest average flow
delay. SPEF is very close to OSPF and outperforms PEFT in
both scenarios. This is because the network is actually not
heavily congested under both loads, and the flow delay
thus largely depends on the flow’s path length in terms of
link hops.
Now we attempt to verify that the flow delay is largely
affected by the path length. Since multiple paths with
evenly (i.e., OSPF) or exponentially splitting (i.e., PEFT and
SPEF) ratios might be used by the same ingress-egress pair,
we use the weighted average path length (WAPL) of each
flow as a comparison metric, which is calculated by summing the product of the hop counts of each path and its
splitting fraction. Therefore, WAPL of a flow reflects the
path length in which the majority of traffic in this flow traverses. CDFs of WAPL for the three protocols in both light
and heavy load cases are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11. As
expected, the curves of three protocols have similar trends
as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The gap between two curves for
OSPF and SPEF in Fig. 11 reveals that during the interval
with heavy load, SPEF attempts to balance the overall traffic
distribution (Fig. 7) while leading to longer paths for some
ingress-egress pairs.

Fig. 5. Maximum link utilization over time with light load.

Fig. 6. Maximum link utilization over time with heavy load.
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Fig. 7. Link utilization with heavy load (links are in ascending order under
OSPF).

Fig. 8. CDF of the average flow delay with light load.
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Fig. 10. CDF of the average path length with light load.

Fig. 11. CDF of the average path length with heavy load.

Fig. 12. Routing stability with heavy load.
Fig. 9. CDF of the average flow delay with heavy load.

Reconfiguration overhead. Assume that we compute and
reconfigure the optimal paths (i.e., LSPs) every 5 minutes.
Using the traffic matrices of heavy load during 6 hours of a
day, we first explore the routing stability in terms of stable
paths between two consecutive reconfigurations, as shown
in Fig. 12. The bar in each time interval denotes the total
number of paths for all ingress-egress pairs during that
time interval, and the total number is divided into the number of stable paths (green) and that of varied paths (yellow).
The ratio of the total number of varied paths over the total
number of all ingress-egress paths is 6.67 percent. The routing derived from the generalized framework is quite stable
even with the highest reconfiguration frequency.
Intuitively, the reconfiguration frequency is critical to
balance the trade-off between the overhead and the optimality it can achieve, e.g., frequently reconfiguration makes
routing react to the up-to-date traffic variation at an expense
of high overhead. Several reconfiguration intervals are considered here, namely 5, 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 mins. To get
traffic matrices for each interval longer than 5 mins, we simply sum up the 5-min matrices during that interval, e.g.,
summing up three consecutive 5-min matrices as a single
15-min matrix.
Since establishing new LSPs and removing expired LSPs
account for the majority of management overhead, we use

the total number of varied paths during the 6 hours as an
overhead metric, e.g., the overhead for the 5-min interval is
calculated as the total number of varied paths in Fig. 12.
We refer to the link utilization with the 5-min reconfiguration interval as the optimal result, then the optimality gap
of another reconfiguration interval is calculated as
Gap ¼

T
1X
^ ðtÞ k2 ;
k u ðtÞ  u
T t¼1

(21)

^ ðtÞ represents the optiwhere k  k2 denotes the L2 norm. u
mal link utilization (i.e., with the 5-min interval) at time t,
and u ðtÞ represents the result at time t with one of the other
reconfiguration intervals, e.g., 15-min.
Fig. 13 exhibits the relationship between the optimality
gap and the reconfiguration overhead, where the x-axis is
the optimality gap calculated with Eq. (21). A curve is plotted by fitting all markers. The reconfiguration overhead
drops dramatically from the 5-min to the 30-min. If the interval continues to increase, the optimality gap grows quickly
without much decrease in reconfiguration overhead. Therefore, an operator can select an appropriate reconfiguration
interval to balance the overhead and the optimality.

6.4 Summary of the Simulation Results
We summarize key observations from the simulations as
follows. First, SPEF achieves optimal utilities under a
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Fig. 13. Optimality versus reconfiguration overhead with heavy load.

wide range of network loads, particularly under the loads
with which OSPF is incapable of dealing. Second, compared with OSPF and PEFT, SPEF leads to better load balancing in terms of network-wide link utilizations without
introducing severe per-flow delays. Finally, the timevarying stability of the routing derived from our framework enables network providers to balance the recomputation overhead and the optimality.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we successfully generalize the classic results
of the fairness criteria in rate control to load balancing criteria in traffic engineering. The results obtained under this
background are novel for TE and load balancing, though
they may have corresponding versions for rate control.
With the help of the framework NEM [28], a new routing
protocol SPEF is proposed, which can be viewed as an
application of the proposed general framework. In our
opinion, SPEF can be considered as a perfect solution to
the optimal TE based on OSPF. Our results possess the
potential to be applied to many other protocols for TE. We
are also interested in further optimizing the computational
complexity of SPEF.
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